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Overall Evaluation:

The thesis analYzes the impact of tax burden and tax incentives on foreign direct investment
in Uganda. The text is well structured and the author uses appropriáte methodology to
analyze the studied relationship.

In the first steP, Lenka describes the tax system in Uganda including the latest changes and
Points out to the fact that FDI has been increasing siňce 1997 wheň a significant tax reform
took Place. In the second step, Lenka makes cross-country compariŠon with Uganda's
neighbours - Kenya and Tanzania. In this section she also describes the importance of other
non-tax factors such as market size, business environment and corruption. In the SWoT
analYsis she further takes into account such important factors as political stability, health
risks, human capital and overall image of the countries.

In the third steP, Lenka proceeds further in the analysis of the observed correlation and runs
a set of regressions for a panel data set for fifteen economies in Sub-Saharan Africa,
ImPortantlY, she does not stick to the pooled regression but includes fixed effects into the
regression analysis. After controlling for the fixed effects, the results do not show any
significant effect of tax burden, market size or corruption. However, dummies for individual
countries aPPear to be highly predictive for the measure of FDI. Based on this result, Lenka I
be]ieve correctly concludes that country-specific omiťted variables such as political stability,
information availability and overall image are important for decision-making about starting a
business in developing countries.

It was very interesting for me to read the thesis and I am happy to recommend it for the
defence and suggest grade A ('výborně'). I also recommend to the defence committee to
consider awarding the thesis a distinction for an extraordinarily good bachelors diploma
thesis,

I have a few comments which are not major but might be useful for Lenka in her future work.

' In the first ParLs of the thesis there still remaín few signs of author's individual learning
Process. At the beginning the obserued correlation between the tax reform aná
increasing FDI is more or less interpreted as a causal effect. Later, Lenka correctly
controls for a number of variables and fixed effects in the ,ugr.r.ion and is more
cautious in the interpretation of the results. The final part of the thesis is very balanced
and I would suggest that in her future work Lenka approaches the research question in
similar way right from the beginning.

' ComParison of average FDI three years before and three years after the reform is not
very convincing given the fact that there is an outlier observation in 1996 when the FDI
was extremely low and explanation for this is not províded.

' In the cross-country analysis it would be really worth to present a simple chart or table
with average FDI for the three countries.
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At some places it would be helpful to present specific numbers to provide a range of the
problem to the reader (p. 1 "FDI represents the largest source of foreign financial
inflows to developing countries", p. 18 "large informal sector and low productivity", p.32
"tax authority in Kenya gained 57 million US dollars and brought to the tax net more
than 4000 new tax-payers", how much is this in relative terms?) In many cases this is
rather a matter of taste but as a reader i was interested in these facts.

In the introduction I would recommend more careful approach in assuming that the
non-tax fundamentals are similar in all three analyzed countries. However, this is very
we|l dealt with in the final section of the thesis and in the SWOT analysis.

In the description of the data set it is not clear why these particular fifteen countries and
not the other Sub-Saharan countries were used in the regression? I guess it is a data
availability issue but this should be explained to the reader.

In the description of the regression results (p. 49) it's stated that the coefficient for
corruption is significant. The sign of the coefficient should be also commented as it has
unexpected sign.

In the text, it is mentioned that after omitting one variable from the regression the R-
squared did not improve. Actually, when a variable is omitted the R-squared can never
increase.

SUMMARY OF POINTS AWARDED (for the explanation of categories and scale,
please, see below):

CATEGoRY PoINTs
Quality of Research 27
claritv and Readabiliw 10
Content/Qualitv of Ideas 40
orqanization & Development 15
Manuscript Form 5

TOTAL POINTS 97
LETTER GRADE A
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Explanation of cateaories and scale:

QUALITY OF RESEARCH: The thesls demonstrates the authorš fu/l understanding and command of current
llteraťure and he/she uses it competently, The toplc of the thesls is well structured and methods used are proper
and relevant to the research question belng investigated. A full and accurate analysis of thests statement, from
both a theoretlcal and applied perspectlve, is provlded.

Middle
27 24 21 18 15 12

CONTENT/QUALITY OF IDEA§: A range and depth of exposition; an appropriate sense of complexity of the
toPic; aPProPriate analysis of the thesis statement; and an accurate understanding of theoretical concepts is
demonstrated. A full discussion of applicabte and relevant theories stylized data is inctuded. original, creative
thought is provided and evident. Demonďrates critical thinking and analysis with application Óf theory and
ďudent's ability to draw conclusions based on their knowledge, skills and research,

Strong
30

Weak
840

Strong
40

Middle
36 32 28 24 20

Weak
151050

ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT: The paper demonstrate; a togical and clear arrangement of ldeas; an
effecťlve use of transltions; a unity and coherence of paragraphs; and a clear development of ideas through
suPPortlng detall and evldence. The reader is successfully orlented ťo the subject, purpole, methodology, and
structure of the report; an overview of the whole is included; the reader's attention and interest ls engaged. The
thesis statement is clear/y and definltively stated without ambigulty. The concluslon is strong and reflecťive of ťhe
work as a whole.

CLARITY AND READIBILITY: Ease of readability; approprlate use of language and style for the rhetorical
content; clarlty of sentences (reader doesnt get lost; minimum need for slowlng down or re-reading) ls
aPProPrlatelY demonstrated. Professional level of English expresslon ls evldent (limlted amount of non-natlve
/anguage to English translation ls detectable).

Strong
15 13

Sťrong
109

Mlddle
121086

Mlddle
8765

Weak
420

Weak
3210

MANUSCRIPT FORM: The approprlate manuscrtpt form and style for the rhetorical content; a professional
image; an appropriate use of headings and sub-headings; an appropriate format for graphs and tables; an
effective referencing of graphs and tab/es in the text; complete and accurate bibliography documented to support
the applled research; and the overall impact of document design is consldered.

Sťrong Middle
5432

Weak
10
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